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It is clear that the "Potsdam Council" was a myth.
It is an interesting example of the way a legend will grow
up, flourish, and receive the widest currency in an atmos-
phere of war propaganda and readiness to believe anything
about an enemy. There remain, however, several interest-
ing questions. How did the legend first start? How did
it reach the complete form in which it was cited by Mr.
Lansing and his associates at the Paris Peace Conference
as proof of Germany's guilt?
As will be indicated in the next chapter, the Kaiser had
interviews separately with the Austrian Ambassador and
various German officials on July 5 at Potsdam. It is quite
possible, as Dr. Helfferich suggests, that the legend started
with a waiter in a Berlin hotel who overheard mention of
these conversations, and exaggerated them as he passed
them on. In September, 1914, there appeared in a Dutch
newspaper, the Nieuwe Rotterdamsche Courant, the tale of
a meeting at Potsdam on July 5, attended by the leading
German and Austrian officials, including even Berchtold,
Tisza, Conrad and the Archduke Frederick, at which the
outline of the fatal ultimatum was drawn up. The tale
passed almost unnoticed at the time, owing to the fact that
the Battle of the Marne was then engrossing the attention
of the world. It was forgotten until revived again in 1917
and given great publicity by Socialists in Germany, by the
allusion to it made by Prince Lichnowsky, and by the gen-
eral discussion it attracted in the European Press. It was
shortly after this that Mr. Morgenthau's books was written,
and then cited in 1919 at the Peace Conference in assigning
responsibility for the War,
Is it not extraordinary that Baron Wangenheim should
have given to Mr. Morgenthau so many picturesque details
which are in flat contradiction with the facts? How could

